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Abstract-This paper proposa a new packet remarking 
scheme that can improve per-flow Quslily of Service (QoS) of 
Assured Forwarding (AV service traversing multiple domains of 
DiUerentiated Services (Dfierv) networks The base concept of 
the d u n e  is to distiugoish packets remarked to out-of-prome 
at the domain bomdaria from those already marked as out-of. 
profile at the time of entering the network, and to give chances 
to the re-marked packet to recover ba& to in-of-profile that cm 
enjoy its rightful QoS within the networks. Basic performance 
of the proposed scheme is evaluated through simulation study, 
and the results sbow its effectiveness in preserving QoS of the 
inter-domain flows. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Differentiated Services (Diffserv)[l] is a type of architecture 

aimed at providing Quality of Service (QoS) in IF’ networks. 
In contrast to the Intserv architecture that requires frequent 
message exchange and per-flow state management within the 
core network, Diffserv architecture has the advantages of 
simplicity and scalability. 

In Diffserv networks, service differentiation is provided 
based on the Diffserv Code Point @SCP)[Zl field in the 
P header; packets with the same DSCP are handled under 
corresponding forwarding discipline called Per-Hop Behavior 
(PHB). The two basic PHBs currently defined in IETF are Ex- 
pedited Forwarding (Ern131 and Assured Forwarding (AF)[4] 
PHBs. The EF PHB is used to provide premium “Virtual 
Leased Line” type of services. It is suitable for real-time 
applications that demand higher QoS such as low loss, low 
delay, low jitter and assured bandwidth. On the other band, 
AF PHB is used to provide more elastic type of services. 

The AF service class is a framework to provide minimum 
bandwidth guarantee for each traffic flow by introducing drop 
precedence property marked in DSCP field on each packet. 
The classification and marking on each packet are carried out 
at the ingress router based on conformance to the contracted 
throughputs for the traffic flow. Unconformable packets are 
marked out-of-profile (OUT) at the ingress router while con- 
formable packets are marked in-profile (IN). At the time of 
congestion in the core networks, OUT packets are more likely 
to be dropped than IN packets by the result of differentiated 

PHB, and thus the contracted throughput for IN packets are 
to be maintained even during congestion. 

The situation is slightly different in a multiple domain 
environment. When AF service flow traverses more than one 
Diffserv domain, at the boundary router, each packet is verified 
if it is conformable with the agreed contract on the inter- 
domain traffic aggregate. At this time, an IN packet may 
possibly be recognized as unconformable by the boundary 
muter and re-marked to OUT[5]. This is due to the micro- 
scopic fluctuating characteristics of the aggregated flow such 
as jitters that may not fit well with the re-marking algorithm 
adapted at the boundary router. This re-marking behavior at the 
boundary router may cause undesirable drop of packets within 
distant congested domains downstream even though they were 
originally marked as IN. And this may result in the failure of 
QoS assurance of the corresponding end-to-end traffic flow[6]. 

The base concept of the proposed scheme is to distinguish 
packets re-marked to OUT at the domain boundary from those 
already marked as OUT at the time of entering the network, 
and to give chances to recover back to the IN packets that can 
enjoy its rightful QoS within the networks. 
By the conventional scheme, the packets re-marked to OUT 

and the packets marked as OUT from the beginning are 
treated equally in terms of packet dropping behavior. This 
may cause unfairness between inter-domain flows containing 
remarked packets and intra-domain flows containing no re- 
marked packets with regard to the delivery of conformable 
packets on the end-to-end basis. The proposed scheme gives 
a solution to this problem imposing no additional cost for the 
packet handling. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section lI 
describes the target network model dealt in this paper. Then, 
the proposed scheme of packet re-marking is detailed in 
Section Ill. Performance evaluation of the proposed scheme 
is presented in Section N. Simulation results shows that 
the proposed scheme outperforms the conventional scheme in 
reducing the degradation of QoS of inter-domain traffic flows. 
Section V concludes the paper. 
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11. TARGET NETWORK 
Fig. 1 shows our target network model that provides AF 

service under multiple domains environment. When a packet 
from Source arrives at the edge router of Domain A, the edge 
router meters the packets, and judges whether its arrival rate 
is within a contract rate between the Source and Domain A. If 
the arrival rate is within the contract rate, it marks the packet 
with IN, otherwise marks excess packets with OUT. Then, the 
packet is forwarded to the adjacent core router. 

When the packets come to the boundary of Domains A 
and B, they are again metered by the ingress edge router of 
Domain B, and classified into IN and OUT this time based on 
the conformance with the contract rate at the aggregation level 
between Domains A and B. Excess IN packets are remarked 
to OUT. Packets are handled similarly at the subsequent 
domain boundaries. 

Within each domain, at the time of congestion, core routers 
begin to drop OUT packets first to avoid loss of IN packets. 
This behavior is achieved by the RIO (RED with IN and 
OUT)[7l mechanism, where two sets of RED[8] parameters, 
one for IN packets and one for OUT packets, are defined. 
The maximum queue length and packet drop probability 
parameters for OUT packets are set with more stringent values 
than those for IN, so that OUT packets are dropped easier 
when the queue length grows at the time of congestion, while 
IN packets are queued successfully. Note that packets'are 
routed to the same queue regardless of its marking, IN or 
OUT, which will preserve the sequence of packets within a 
flow. 

As for the metering algorithm at each ingress router, we 
assume use of TSW (lime Sliding Window)[9] algorithm is 
assumed for metering packet arrival rate. TSW calculates a 
packet anival rate Tate, by the following formulas. 

rute,-l x Itvl + size 
t ,  - t,_l + Itvl 

rate, = 

rate, : The packet arrival rate 
size : The packet size 

Itul : l i m e  window over which history is keptl 
t, : The time of the current packet arrival 

Itvl is a constant parameter defined in each domain. Ref. [9] 
recommends to set Itul with lsecond. 

Based on the above algorithm, packets are metered at 
domain boundaries. And if it detects excess rate of IN packets 
over contracted rate, which may due to fluctuation caused by 
traffic aggregation or surge of other traffic flows sharing the 
same inter-domain link, those excess packets are remarked to 
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Fig. 1. Network model. 

OUT. Those remarked packets are treated with equal priority 
as other OUT packets in the following domains, and may 
be dropped if they encounter congestion within subsequent 
domains (Fig. 2). And this may result in the failure of rate 
assurance of IN packets. 

111. PROPOSED RE-MARKING SCHEME 

In order to solve this problem, this paper proposes a new 
remarking scheme to he used at each domain boundary. The 
proposed method distinguishes packets that are re-marked to 
OUT at domain boundaries from the packets marked as OUT 
from the beginning at the edge router between the user and 
the first domain. And it allows re-marked OUT packets recover 
back to IN if there is a m m  left within c o n m  rate at the 
subsequent domain boundaries. This contributes to preserve 
IN packets within the flow, and lo provide desired QoS on the 
end-to-end basis. 

The proposed scheme uses all three drop precedence code 
points which AE service can use at maximum; Green and 
Red corresponds to IN and OUT, respectively, and Yellow is 
the newly assigned code point for packets re-marked from 
Green at inter-domain boundaries. The marking at the ingress 
edge router between the user and the first domain is similar 
to the conventional INlOUT scheme; it meters the arrival of 
packets, and marks the packet with Green if it complies with 
the contracted rate, and marks the packet with Red if it exceeds 
the contracted rate between the user and the domain. 

The ingress border router at the adjacent domain meters the 
packets based on the conformance with the contract rate of the 
aggregated link between domains, where packets of different 
Rows from various domains may be aggregated within. Here,, 
Green packets and Yellow packets are treated equally, i.e. the 
border router assumes both types of marking are the indication 
of in-of-profile when they arrive. The border router meters 
total amount of Green and Yellow packets, and marks packets 
within the contract rate with Green and excess packets with 
Yellow. 

At the core routers in each domain, Yellow packets are 
distinguished from Green packets in terms of dropping prece- 
dence. In principle, all three colors can be assigned with 
different RED dropping precedence parameters, but in this 
paper, we assign Yellow and Red packets with the same RED 
parameters for the ea.% of comparison with the conventional 
IN/OUT re-marking scheme. 

In the conventional IN/OouT marking scheme, the packet 
remarked to OUT at domain boundaries on the path are 
undistinguishable from the packets marked with OUT from 
the beginning at the ingress edge router of the first domain. 
This will cause undesired drop of packets that was originally 
IN and accounted for the assured bandwidth of the Row, if the 
flow encounter substantial congestion at domain boundaries 
along the path. 

In the proposed method, on the other hand, by the use of 
the third code point exclusively used to indicate occurrence 
of remarking at domain boundaries, these packets are distin- 
guishable. If a domain boundary is congested, similar amount 
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Fig. 2. Conventional Scheme. 

Fig. 3. R o p e d  Scheme. 

of packets will be re-marked as in the case of conventional 
INIOUT scheme, but those re-marked packets can be recovered 
back to in-of-profile at subsequent domain boundaries if it 
complies with their contract rates (Fig. 3). 

IV. EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME 

We performed simulations in which the traffic is UDP in 
order to evaluate the basic performance of a proposed scheme. 
We used Network Simulator version 2 (ns-2) as a simulator. 
First, we investigated the number of packets re-marked on 
the domain boundary. Next, we investigated the probability 
of packet loss of the flow which transits multiple domains. 
Finally. we investigated the fairness between an inter-domain 
flow and an intra-domain flow. 

A. Simulation model 
Fig. 4 shows the simulation model. The propagation delay 

of each link is lms and the bandwidth is 1Gbps. As the 
bandwidth of a link is large, a packet does not drop except 
for the Bottleneck Link. An edge router meters and marks 
packets. It adopts the TSW algorithm denoted in Sec. II 
for metering and marking. A core router consists of single 
RIO queue. The buffer size of the queue is ZOOpackets. The 
parameters of a RIO queue are (rnin,,,rnaz,,, Prnaxi,) = 
(100,150,0.02), (mini,, mu;,, Pmazi,) = (50,100,O.l) 
used in Ref. [5][6]. In this model. we use UDP traffic. The 
maximum size of packets is 15OObytes, and average size is 
1000bytes. Packets arrive according to a Poisson process. The 
contract rate at each domain boundary is 2OMbps. 

B. The number of re-marking packers 
Flow a of Fig. 4 is UDP traffic with lMbps and consists 

of ZOflows. Flows b, c and d, have no uaffrc, that is, they do 

Fig. 4. Simvlauon Model. 

not exist. As the contract rate between Source and Domain A 
is large, all packets that Source sends are marked with IN or 
Green. We investigated the number of packets marked at the 
boundary router of Domains B and C. 

TABLE I shows the result of this simulation. By the 
conventional scheme, the number of OUT packets increases 
at the ingress routers of bo% Domains B and C as packets 
run through from Domain A to C. However, by the proposed 
scheme, as a Yellow packet may return to a Green packet at 
ingress of Domain C, the number of Yellow packets does not 
change so much in Domains B and C. 

C. Packer loss probability 

In this section, Flow a is UDP traffic with lMbps and 
consists of x flows. In Flow b, traffic does not exist. Flows 
c and d are UDP traffic flows with 5Mbps and 25Mbps. 
respectively. We assume that the contract rate of Flows a and 
c is fully large and the contract rate of Flow d is OMbps, so 
that all packets of Flows a and c are marked with IN or Green. 
and all packets of Flow d are done with OUT or Red at each 
ingress. And the bandwidth of Bottleneck link at Domain C 
is 25Mbps. We investigated the probability of packet loss of 
Flow a. 

Fig. 5 shows the probability of packet loss when setting the 
number of flows to X-axis. We denoted the result when the 
contract rate between domains is large enough and packets are 
not remarked as “Re-marking Disabled”. This result shows 
a performance limit. In this figure, IN packets which arrive 
between Domains A and B exceeds domain contract rate 
ZOMbps when x of Flow a is 15 or more, so that IN packets 
which arrive between Domains A and B are re-marked to 
OUT at x = 15 or more. By the conventional scheme, as 
the re-marked OUT packets between Domains A and B are 

TABLE I 
THE NUMBER OF PACKETS AT DOMAIN INGRESS. 

Scheme 
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dropped at the Bottleneck link in Domain C. the probability 
of packet loss of Flow a is high. By the proposed scheme, 
however, the Yellow packets re-marked from Green packets 
between Domains A and B are again re-marked to Green 
from Yellow between Domains B and C .  Because the contract 
rates between Domains B and C are 20Mbps. As most packets 
which arrives at the “Bottleneck l i n k  when x = 20 or less are 
Green packets, the graph of a proposed scheme is almost the 
same as the graph of “Re-marking Disabled.” The probability 
of packet loss of a proposed scheme is lower than that of the 
conventipnal scheme when x is more than 20. The proposed 
scheme is more effective than the conventional scheme. 

D. Fairness between infer-domain pow and infm-domainpow 
In this section, we investigate fairness between inter-domain 

flow (Flow a) and intra-domain flow (Flow 6). Flows a and b 
are UDP uaffic with lMbps and consist of x flows. Flows 
c and d are UDP traffic flows with lOMbps &d 30Mbps, 
respectively. As the contract rates of Flows a and c are large, 
all packets are marked on IN or Green. As the contract rate of 
Flow d is OMbps, all packets are marked with OUT or Red. 
The Bottleneck link in Domain C is 30Mbps. We investigate 
the probability of packet loss of Flows a and b. 

Fig. 6 shows the probability of packet loss when setting the 
number of flows to X-axis. By the conventional scheme, an 
interdomain flow does not differ from the number of intra- 
domain flow when z . is  less than 10. However, the probability 
of packet loss of an inter-domain flow is higher than that of 
intradomain flow when x 2 10. As IN packets which arrive at 
the boundary between Domains A and B when x 2 10 exceeds 
a domain contract rate of SOMbps, IN packets are re-marked 
to OUT packets between Domains A and B. As OUT packets 
are dropped at the Bottleneck link, the probability of packet 
loss of an inter-domain flow is higher than that of an intra- 
domain flow. By the proposed scheme, as the domain contract 
rates between Domains B and C are 2OMbps; the probability 
of packet loss of an inter-domain flow does not differ from that 
of an intra-domain flow when x t 20, and fairness between 

Fig. 5. Packet Loss Probability 

Fig. 6 Packet Loss Probability of interdomain and inuadomain 

Basic performance of the proposed method was explored 
through simulation studies, and the results show that the 
proposed scheme is effective for suppressing QoS degradation 
of inter-domain AF flows under network congestion and for 
decreasing unfairness of inter-domain flows against intra- 
domain flows. 

Performance of the proposed method will be examined more 
in detail in the further studies, which include the influence of 
flow control behavior of TCP traffic that the AF service class 
is mainly intended for. 

~ 
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